Q: What Skills Does FCCLA
Emphasize?
FCCLA emphasizes the importance of taking
part in the community and developing
practical skills. The various STAR
competitions in this organization also offer
public speaking and presentation skills, and
members can also develop work ethic skills
for future jobs and simply for everyday life.

Why is FACS Important?
Family and Consumer Sciences is a subject
that digs deep into issues affecting not only
individuals, but also families and the
community. FACS students learn various
skills that can aid them for the rest of their
life, with prominent examples of nutrition
and childcare.
At Oconee County High School, the Early
Childhood Education pathway is provided as
part of Family and Consumer Sciences, with
FCCLA serving as the FACS organization of
the school.
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FCCLA is a career technical student
organization with family as its
primary focus.

-The OCHS FCCLA Chapter has 33
members with 10 competing in STAR
events
-OCHS FCCLA members have placed in
the top five at Nationals in recent years

FCCLA boosts c areer exploration in
FACS, which includes pathways in
human services, hospitality and
tourism, education and training,
and even visual arts and design.

FCCLA Statistics
-Over 75 years of existence
-Over 182,000 high school and middle
school members
-5,253 chapters across 50 state
associations
-More than 30 STAR events to choose
from
-8 National Programs to engage in

Quotes From Our Members
“My favorite part of FCCLA is STAR events
and competing. It has taught me time
management.”
-Mariah Jaeck, 11th grader
“I joined FCCLA thinking it was just gonna
be an easy club, and I would learn to be a
teacher, but it is so much more than that.
The various learning possibilities in this
organization are endless!”
-Chloe Graham, FCCLA Officer

What is ECE?

Why is ECE important?

Early Childhood Education is a branch of
education theory that relates to the teaching
of young children. Students learn about
child development from birth to 12 years
old, with a special focus on the first five
years. These classes focus on playing an
influential role in improving educational
quality and supporting long-term
achievements for children.
At Oconee County High School, ECE is
offered as a career cluster pathway,
encouraging students to advance their
lessons by taking multiple ECE classes
throughout their high school career.

The skills and experiences received from
taking ECE can be utilized at any point later
in life. From being a parent or teacher to
working with kids in the medical field, ECE
helps better students for a variety of futures.
By taking ECE, students not only learn to
better themselves, but also better future
generations around them.
At OCHS, the ECE pathway offers
certification and training in AHA K-12 CPR/
First Aid, GADOI Caregiver Fire Safety,
basic Autism training, and UGA FACS
Extension Childcare Trainings
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Quotes
“ECE has taught me how to be a better
caregiver. I have learned a lot from this
class, and I hope to continue the pathway.”
-Ashley Langford, 10th grader
“I love ECE and I wouldn’t teach anything
else in the entire world!”
-Mrs. Just, ECE Instructor

One popular aspect of the ECE pathway is
the opportunity for students to intern with
experienced preschool and elementary
educators. Students can receive up to 120
hours of observation in a classroom while
also learning to be hands-on themselves.

